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Abstract Crystalline metal oxides display a large number

of physical functionalities such as ferroelectricity, magne-

tism, superconductivity, and Mott transitions. High quality

heterostructures involving metal oxides and workhorse

semiconductors such as silicon have the potential to open

new directions in electronic device design that harness

these degrees of freedom for computation or information

storage. This review describes how first-principles theo-

retical modeling has informed current understanding of the

growth mechanisms and resulting interfacial structures of

crystalline, coherent, and epitaxial metal oxide thin films

on semiconductors. Two overarching themes in this general

area are addressed. First, the initial steps of oxide growth

involve careful preparation of the semiconductor surface to

guard against amorphous oxide formation and to create an

ordered template for epitaxy. The methods by which this is

achieved are reviewed, and possibilities for improving

present processes to enable the epitaxial growth of a wider

set of oxides are discussed. Second, once a heterointerface

is created, the precise interfacial chemical composition and

atomic structure is difficult to determine unambiguously

from experiment or theory alone. The current understand-

ing of the structure and properties of complex oxide/

semiconductor heterostructures is reviewed, and the main

challenges to prediction—namely, (i) are these hetero-

structures in thermodynamic equilibrium or kinetically

trapped, and (ii) how do the interfaces modify or couple to

the degrees of freedom in the oxide?—are explored in

detail for two metal oxide thin films on silicon. Finally, an

outlook of where theoretical efforts in this field may be

headed in the near future is provided.

Introduction

With little exaggeration, one can state that the controllable

growth of thin films of insulating oxides on semiconductors

underpins the digital information age. Being able to

reproducibly create or deposit very high quality insulating

oxides on silicon with very low densities of interfacial

defects has allowed the simple metal-oxide-semiconductor

field effect transistor (MOSFET) to be produced in astro-

nomical numbers and at very small cost: it is estimated that

more than 1018 transistors were produced in 2010 [1]. Until

recently, the most important oxide has been the native

amorphous oxide of silicon, SiO2, which forms readily and

produces a nearly perfect interface on the (001) face of

silicon. More recently, transition metal oxides have

become more prevalent insulators due to their higher

dielectric constants (‘‘high-k’’) which allow for thicker

oxide films and less leakage but otherwise preserve the

device characteristics [2]. Enormous research efforts have

gone into (and continue to go into) developing and

advancing Si-based MOSFETs, and this level of work has

allowed the speed and density of transistors to increase

exponentially for decades, doubling roughly every

18 months—an observation known as Moore’s law [3, 4].
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Past and present generations of transistors use amor-

phous oxides as insulators. There are many experimental

and practical advantages to the amorphous state: isotropy

of properties; relative ease of creation or deposition; uni-

formity; and lack of problem with polycrystalline granu-

larity and concomitant grain boundaries. However, the use

of amorphous oxides has greatly limited the application of

modern electronic structure techniques to practical oxide

interface systems due to the complex and aperiodic nature

of the amorphous state. From a computational perspective,

the necessity for large simulation cells to capture a physi-

cally relevant realization of the amorphous state makes

performing computations with reliable first-principles

electronic structure methods very challenging, if not

impossible. To perform such calculations, one must limit

the simulated cell size, which can lead to the unphysical

dependence of many predicted properties on the specific

realization of the disordered state that one employs. In

addition, restrictions on the cell size may also exaggerate

the influence of boundary conditions at the edge of the

simulation cell.

From a purely theoretical angle, one obvious way to

circumvent these difficulties is to study a fully crystalline

oxide on a semiconductor with a coherent epitaxial inter-

face. The periodicity of the crystalline state then allows one

to use periodic boundary conditions and modestly-sized

simulation cells (in the interfacial plane). Of course, the-

oretical considerations aside, one might ask whether such

systems are experimentally realizable or of any importance

for furthering fundamental knowledge and/or developing

novel devices. In fact, it turns out that there are a number of

compelling reasons for studying such systems.

Since 1998 [5], growth procedures have been devised

that permit various binary alkaline earth oxides, as well as

a limited number of complex (perovskite) oxides, to be

grown epitaxially on well-known semiconductors such as

Si or Ge. For a review of the experimental status, see [6].

Figure 1 shows a high resolution image of the epitaxial

interface that is formed when the crystalline perovskite

oxide SrTiO3 is grown on Si (001). The presence of an

ordered and periodic interface means that a number of

advanced characterization techniques that are not applica-

ble to or as useful for amorphous systems can be used to

study the crystalline systems during or after growth, e.g.,

diffraction-based methods using X-rays or electrons as well

as high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

methods.

However, beyond the fact that one can grow and char-

acterize crystalline oxides on semiconductors, the possi-

bility of integrating complex transition metal oxides with

semiconductor platforms is of great interest because it

allows for the harnessing of the functional properties of the

transition metal oxide film. Crystalline transition metal

oxides display a variety of interesting and potentially

useful physical phenomena besides merely being high-k:

these phenomena include ferroelectricity, magnetism,

superconductivity, Mott physics, and metal–insulator

transitions [8]. Coupling these degrees of freedom to the

well-developed Si technological platform would allow for

the creation of novel types of electronic devices. The

simplest example is the ferroelectric field effect transistor

(FEFET) [9–12] proposed in the 1950s that involves a

ferroelectric in contact with the semiconductor to create a

transistor that remembers its state with no power con-

sumption. This feature, enabled by the non-volatile but

switchable ferroelectric polarization, would also provide an

obvious boon to both memory applications and program-

mable hardware.

Regardless of the precise materials choices, first-

principles approaches are a critical component of the tools

required to understand these systems: ionic and covalent

materials are juxtaposed across a sharp interface, and the

chemical and electronic behavior of such an environment is

generally unknown and difficult to predict reliably from the

bulk properties of the constituents or from parametrized

models. Hence, first-principles methods are poised to make

a number of contributions in this field. Broadly, we see

them as twofold.

Fig. 1 Scanning transmission electron micrograph (STEM) of an

epitaxial 2-unit cell thick film of SrTiO3 grown in the (001) direction

on the Si (001) surface. The Si is in the lower portion of the figure

while the SrTiO3 occupies the upper portion (the brightest circles are

Sr atoms). The oxide film is clearly strained to the Si substrate and has

an abrupt and sharp interface with the semiconductor. The method-

ologies for growth, characterization, and imaging follow precisely

those of Ref. [7]
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First, the present experimental growth procedures are

somewhat involved as they must avoid the formation of an

amorphous layer at the interface (typically SiO2 or metal-

silicides), and the precise reasons for their success or

failure are not always understood. This in turn has limited

the number of crystalline oxides that can be grown directly

on semiconductors. Therefore, one possible contribution

from theory is to elucidate what happens during the growth

process and how it may be optimized. Section 2 is con-

cerned with these questions.

Second, once the epitaxial thin film is grown, one wishes

to understand the chemical composition and atomic

geometry of the interfacial region, the electronic properties

of the interface (and the thin oxide film), if and how the

interfacial region is different from the bulk form of either

material, and if and how the interface itself modifies the

properties of the thin film (beyond the simple confinement

effect of the interface). We describe and address these

questions by examining two epitaxial metal oxides on sil-

icon in Sect. 3.

As will be apparent in this review, despite the fact that

the presence of an epitaxial interface vastly simplifies the

theorists’ job in terms of computational modeling, these

systems still have a sufficient degree of complexity and a

large enough structural phase space that a purely theoreti-

cal effort is unlikely to be fruitful. The chemical compo-

sition of the interface is in general hard to know a priori,

the thermodynamic stability of the various possible inter-

faces depends strongly on the growth conditions (i.e.,

chemical potentials of the constituents in the language of

thermodynamics) which are very much dependent on the

growth recipe and choice of deposition conditions, and in

many cases the structure itself is kinetically trapped during

and/or after the growth. Therefore, experimental informa-

tion is necessary to inform the theoretical picture and

careful collaboration with experimental colleagues is cru-

cial for building a picture of the physical system. While

this does enforce a more modest, nose-to-the-ground

mentality on the theorists, in the authors’ opinion this is

usually a more healthy and generally more productive sit-

uation, both in terms of the development of a thorough

scientific understanding of the system as well as of dis-

covering potential applications.

Submonolayer alkaline earth oxide template layers

The growth of epitaxial complex oxides on Si requires

careful control and preparation of the initial semiconductor

surface. In order to achieve an ordered, atomically sharp

interface between Si and the desired oxide, the surface

must be prepared in a way that both provides an ordered

template for oxide growth as well as prevents the formation

of undesired and frequently amorphous silicates such as

SiO2 [5, 6, 13–17]. The most successful method for layer-

by-layer growth of complex oxides on Si uses molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE) and proceeds by first depositing 0.5

monolayer (ML) of an alkaline earth metal, most com-

monly Sr (Ca and Ba work as well), which both creates an

ordered template layer and passivates the surface against

SiO2 formation [5, 6, 13].

Pioneering experimental studies on the growth of epi-

taxial oxides on Si observed a series of reconstructions

during the deposition of the sub-monolayer of Sr on Si.

However, the atomic structure corresponding to these

reconstructions, their role in passivating the surface, and

their temperature dependencies were not well understood

[5, 13]. Initial theoretical work investigated the binding of

Sr adatoms to a clean and perfectly dimerized Si (001)

surface [16]. These calculations identified an especially

stable reconstruction at 0.5 ML Sr coverage which corre-

sponds very well to one of the experimentally observed

reconstructions, but they were unable to explain several

features observed at high temperatures and at intermediate

coverages during the deposition. Unraveling the precise

reconstructions seen versus coverage and their temperature

dependence was only possible after a careful collaboration

between theory and experiment [15]. This knowledge has

both improved our understanding of the previously suc-

cessful recipes for complex oxide growth as well as

enabled new low temperature pathways to oxide epitaxy on

semiconductors. In addition, this model system has clari-

fied the difficulties with direct application of available

growth techniques to new materials and has suggested

possible new growth methods.

This section is organized as follows. Section 2.1 provides

a brief review of relevant experiments. First-principles the-

oretical results on the bonding of submonolayers of Sr to

stoichiometric Si surfaces are reviewed in Sect. 2.2: these

studies describe the origin of all the structures observed

during low temperature Sr deposition. In Sect. 2.3, the

structural phase space is expanded to permit for Si diffusion

and the presence of non-stoichiometric Si surfaces, both

necessary ingredients for explaining the high temperature

growth processes actually employed in experiments. Section

2.4 describes in more detail the types of the chemical inter-

actions found between Sr and Si. Sections 2.5–2.6 describe

the difficulties that appear when these growth recipes are

used to deposit La on Si and then to grow LaAlO3 on Si. The

understanding generated from the successful growth of

SrTiO3 on Si highlights the differences between LaAlO3 and

SrTiO3. Section 2.6 suggests the likely mechanisms that have

so far impeded the growth of LaAlO3 on Si and proposes a

new, speculative growth method that first-principles com-

putations suggest could lead to successful epitaxial growth of

LaAlO3 on Si.
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Review of key experiments

Experimentally, the first step of epitaxial oxide growth on

Si is to deposit 0.5 ML of Sr or another alkaline earth metal

on Si, usually at high temperatures (&600 �C) [5, 6, 13–

15, 18]. This initial layer is known to be atomically flat,

homogeneous, and chemically stable. After the deposition

of this initial layer, the system is cooled to room temper-

ature and a layer of SrO is deposited [6]. At this point,

the interfacial system must be kept at low temperatures

to prevent the formation of unwanted silicates (e.g.,

Sr2SiO4, SrSiO3, SiO2) [14, 19, 20]. Finally, additional

layers of the desired oxide (e.g., SrO, BaO, SrTiO3) are

deposited by MBE, and the system is then annealed at

moderate temperatures (\800 �C) to crystallize the oxide

film [5, 6, 14, 15, 19, 21–23].

A variety of experimental techniques have been used to

characterize the submonolayer Sr-on-Si surface, including

reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) [5, 14,

15], low energy electron diffraction (LEED) [18], scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) [24–26], photo-emission

spectroscopy (PES) [27], and synchrotron X-ray diffraction

(XRD) [28]. For deposition at room temperature and for

low Sr coverages up to 0.5 ML, electron diffraction indi-

cates that the underlying Si surface retains the same 2 9 1

symmetry of the bare dimerized Si (001) surface [15]. In

addition, STM images are consistent with Sr adatoms being

adsorbed on top of the dimerized Si surface [24]. The Sr

adatoms tend to form diagonal chains on the surface but

with no long range order.

Deposition at higher temperatures (600 �C) results in a

significantly different surface evolution. In particular, dif-

fraction experiments find an ordered 2 9 3 reconstruction

which appears at 1/6 ML Sr coverage (see Fig. 6) [5, 14,

15, 18]. STM images of this 1/6 ML reconstruction show

an ordered 2 9 3 pattern with strong bias dependence (see

Fig. 5) [24–26]. Results at even higher temperatures

(800 �C) show that this 2 9 3 reconstruction can be

reversibly melted and reformed, and its temperature versus

coverage phase boundary has been measured [29].

Above 1/6 ML, the surface transitions back to an

ordered 2 9 1 reconstruction, which covers the entire

surface at 1/2 ML. Usually, diffraction studies cannot

distinguish the relative orientation between the original

2 9 1 bare Si surface and 1/2 ML 2 9 1 structure due to

the presence of twinned 2 9 1 and 1 9 2 domains on the

bare silicon surface (the twinning is known to maximize

the relaxation of surface stress [30]). However, it is well

known that a monodomain silicon surface with no twinning

can be achieved by using miscut silicon wafers [30]. The

miscut angle is known to increase the density of step edges,

which favors the formation of double height steps over

single height steps and results in a monodomain 2 9 1

surface. Using a miscut Si wafer, it is possible to explicitly

show that the relative orientation of the 1/2 ML structure

depends on the deposition temperature [15]: for room

temperature deposition, the final 2 9 1 surface has the

same orientation as the original Si (001) 2 9 1 dimerized

surface; however, for high temperature deposition, the final

structure is actually 1 9 2, rotated 90� relative to the ori-

ginal dimers.

Sr on stoichiometric Si (001)

Initial density functional theory (DFT) work on the

Sr-on-Si system focused on the binding of submonolayers

of Sr to the stoichiometric Si surface—by this we mean the

ideal Si (001) surface which forms dimers typically in a

2 9 1 pattern around room temperature [16]. This work is

relevant to the low temperature deposition of Sr on Si (see

the lower path of Fig. 6) when the Si motion is kinetically

hindered. Similar to DFT results for Ba on Si [31], one

finds for Sr on Si two stable binding sites, with the lower

energy site being in the trough between dimer rows, with

the Sr equally spaced between four Si dimers (see Fig. 2

for a side view, Fig. 3 for a schematic top view, and Sec.

2.4 for more details on the Sr–Si bonding). To first

approximation, the Sr donates two electrons to one of the

neighboring dimers, which fully occupies the dangling

bonds on that dimer [16, 17, 32].

For coverages up to 1/2 ML, Sr atoms fill in the low

energy binding sites [16, 17]. The arrangement of these low

energy binding sites is driven primarily by electrostatic

attraction between the positively charged Sr adatoms and

the negatively charged Si dimers, which accept electrons

from the Sr. The resulting low energy configurations of the

surface Sr consist of diagonal chain-like structures for

coverages ranging from 1/6 to 1/4 ML (See Fig. 3)

[16, 24]. There is a very small energy difference between

straight chains and zig-zag chains (compare Fig. 3a and

3b), which will lead to disordered chains at any reasonable

growth temperature. These results for Sr on the perfect

dimerized Si (001) surface are completely consistent with

room temperature experimental results, but they cannot

explain the ordered 2 9 3 structure observed at 1/6 ML for

higher temperatures (see Sect. 2.1; Fig. 6) [15, 17].

At 1/2 ML Sr, all of the low energy binding sites are filled,

resulting in an ordered 2 9 1 structure with the same unit cell

and orientation as the original bare Si surface. This fact is also

consistent with low temperature RHEED results, but cannot

explain the 90� rotation that leads to the observed 1 9 2

structure at 1/2 ML Sr for high temperatures [15, 16]. The next

section focuses primarily on coverages up to 1/2 ML in order

to understand the observed differences between low and high

temperature growth. The behavior at higher coverages can be

summarized briefly at follows: Above 1/2 ML, there are no
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longer any low energy binding sites available for the addi-

tional Sr, and hence the Sr begin to occupy higher energy

binding sites on top of the dimer rows [16, 20, 32]. At 2/3 ML

coverage, the Si bonding pattern shifts into a 3 9 1 pattern,

with 2/3 of the Si dimerized and 1/3 in a nearly ideal 1 9 1

configuration. At 1 ML, the Sr fills every binding site, with

some of the Si remaining dimerized in order to increase the

distance between Sr adatoms. However, unlike the 1/2 ML

structure, which is thermodynamically stable, the thermody-

namic ground states for these higher coverages are predicted

to involve the reaction of the Si surface and Sr to form silicides

(which is expected to happen in experiments at higher growth

temperatures which mobilize the Si) [5, 6, 16, 20, 32].

Sr on non-stoichiometric Si surfaces

While the theoretical results of Sect. 2.2 are consistent with

low-temperature experiments, they cannot explain the

higher temperature RHEED and STM which are more

relevant to typical oxide growth conditions (see Sect. 2.1)

[6, 15]. In order to understand the system at higher tem-

peratures, it is necessary to enlarge the phase space to

include structures with non-stoichiometric Si coverages, by

which we mean that a certain fraction of the Si atoms of the

originally perfect surface are missing (or equivalently, a

sub-monolayer of Si is added to the ideal surface) [17].

Guided by the experimentally observed 2 9 3 reconstruc-

tion at 1/6 ML coverage, an investigation of Sr-on-Si sur-

face structures related to low energy defects and steps on

the Si (001) surface led to the discovery of a new low

energy and thermodynamically stable 2 9 3 structure at

1/6 ML Sr (see Fig. 4) [15, 17]. One set of key experiments

that greatly narrowed the phase space for first-principles

theory were those performed on the miscut Si wafers [15]:

due to the uniform direction of dimers on the surface,

electron diffraction during Sr deposition unambiguously

revealed that the key structure had 2 9 3 periodicity where

the 2-fold direction was parallel to the dimer bonds (and

the threefold direction perpendicular).

Fig. 2 Side view of lower energy (top) and higher energy (bottom)

binding sites for isolated Sr on Si. Both figures feature both flattened

and buckled dimers. The single large (gold) sphere in each figure is

the Sr adatom, while the Si atoms are the smaller (blue) spheres. Blue
rods connect nearest neighbor Si atoms. Reprinted figure with

permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright (2009) by the American

Physical Society (Color figure online)

Fig. 3 Schematic top view of low coverage Sr on stoichiometric Si

structures. All Sr (gray circles) are in their low energy binding sites

(see Fig. 2, top). Buckled Si dimers are represented as white
trapezoids, with the raised Si as the larger side of the trapezoid,

and flattened dimers are represented as gray rectangles. a–b Nearly

isoenergetic straight and zig-zag chains. c–d 1/6 ML single chain

structures. e–f Nearly isoenergetic 1/4 ML double chain structures.

Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [16]. Copyright (2004) by

the American Physical Society
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The predicted 2 9 3 structure requires removing 2/3 of

the original Si dimers from the surface (or equivalently

adding 1/3 ML of Si atoms as dimers). The now-exposed

second layer Si atoms then reconstruct by forming addi-

tional dimer bonds perpendicular to the original dimers,

and the Sr occupies the large vacancy which is created by

this process. The structure is consistent with existing STM

and XRD experiments [17, 25, 26, 28]. Figure 5 shows the

experiment/theory comparison for STM.

As explained above, in order to reach this new low

energy structure, 2/3 of the surface Si atoms must move

across the surface and be removed from the terraces; pre-

sumably they must migrate to step edges where they

become incorporated into the bulk of the Si (by growing

the step edge). This level of Si mobility normally requires

high temperatures to overcome the significant energy bar-

riers to Si motion [33]. Energy barriers for isolated Si

adatom diffusion on Si (001) are low, but these adatoms

tend to meet and form ad-dimers which have large energy

barriers of 1.1–1.4 eV, requiring temperatures above

400 �C for significant diffusion [34]. In order to understand

the effect of Sr on the kinetic barriers to rearranging Si on

the surface, the nudged elastic band (NEB) method [35, 36]

was used to calculate the energy barrier for breaking a

surface Si dimer bond, as this provides an estimate of the

typical barrier to surface Si motion [17]. Adding Sr to the

surface is found to continuously and significantly reduce

the energy barrier for dimer breaking from 1.3 eV to

0.6 eV as Sr the coverage is increased from 0 to 0.5 ML. In

other words, Sr strongly catalyzes the rearrangement of

surface Si, lowering the temperature required to form the

1/6 ML structure from what would be expected for a bare

Si surface.

This new non-stoichiometric structure is key to under-

standing the temperature-dependent Sr-on-Si deposition

results at both 1/6 ML and 1/2 ML (see Figs. 3, 6) [15, 17].

At low temperatures, Si motion is kinetically limited, the

surface Si remains frozen in a 2 9 1 dimerized configu-

ration throughout the Sr deposition, and the Sr fill the low

energy binding sites as described in Sect. 2.2. At higher

temperatures, the surface is able to overcome the kinetic

barriers for Si motion and reach the ground-state structure

at 1/6 ML Sr, which requires removal of 2/3 ML Si from

the surface. As deposition continues, the additional Sr

begins to form regions of the low energy 1/2 ML structure

by removing the remaining 1/3 ML of Si (the cyan atoms in

Fig. 4). Due to the tetrahedral bonding of the Si, this sur-

face has a full ML of Si removed relative to the original

surface and must form a 1 9 2 reconstruction that is per-

pendicular to the original surface dimers. We emphasize

that, physically, the surfaces for 1/2 ML coverage are the

same for both low and high temperature deposition, but

simply differ by a trivial 90� rotation. This is confirmed

indirectly by the fact that epitaxial oxides can be grown

with similar quality on either the low temperature 2 9 1

structure or the high temperature 1 9 2 structure. The low

temperature path represents a new direction for oxide

epitaxy on semiconductors [15].

In addition to the temperature dependence between

room temperature and 600 �C, at even higher temperatures

(600–800 �C), the 1/6 ML 2 9 3 structure undergoes a

reversible melting phase transition [29]. This high tem-

perature disordered phase has been modeled as a lattice gas

of Sr adatoms with anisotropic coverage-dependent Sr–Sr

interactions where the lattice gas parameters are fit to first-

principles DFT calculations [29]. The resulting model is

solved at finite temperature by using classical grand

canonical Monte Carlo to sample the partition function,

which includes the significant configurational entropy of

the disordered lattice gas relative to the ordered 2 9 3

structure. The resulting theoretical phase diagram is in

quantitative agreement with the experimental one mea-

sured by RHEED [29].

Chemistry of Sr on Si (001)

In order to discuss the bonding interactions between Sr and Si,

we begin with a brief review of the relevant facts about the Si

(001) surface [17, 37]. For an ideally truncated Si (001) surface

(i.e., 1 9 1 surface periodicity), each Si atom has two half-

filled dangling orbitals. To reduce the number of these orbitals,

Fig. 4 a Top view and b side view of 2 9 3 dimer vacancy structure

with 1/6 ML Sr. The Sr atom is large and yellow, the silicon dimers

from the original surface (1/3 ML silicon) are in cyan, the second

layer silicon atoms are in green, and lower level silicon atoms are in

dark blue. Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright

(2009) by the American Physical Society (Color figure online)
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the surface breaks symmetry and surface atoms pair up to form

additional bonds (dimers) on the surface that are not present in

the bulk (see Fig. 2). These dimers line up in rows, resulting in

a 2 9 3 reconstruction which greatly stabilizes the surface. In

addition, the dimers do not stay flat but buckle: for a flat dimer,

each atom still has a single half-filled dangling orbital; when

the dimer tilts due to a Jahn–Teller type effect, the raised Si

dangling orbital becomes close to sp3-like and the lowered Si

has a dangling orbital that is pz-like; the lower energy sp3 state

becomes nearly filled while the pz state becomes nearly empty.

As discussed in Sect. 2.2, to lowest order, the interaction

between a Sr adatom and the Si surface is ionic, meaning

Fig. 5 a–d Simulated STM [17] of 1/6 ML 2 9 3 Sr-on-Si structure

at biases of -1 V, 0.5 V, 1 V, and 1.5 V. e Experimental STM [26] at

1.5 V, -1.5 V, 2 V, -2 V, and 1 V (top to bottom). The comparison

between theory and experiment is best if the empty state theoretical

images are compared to experimental ones 0.5 V higher (e.g.,

compare the 0.5 V theoretical image to the 1.0 V experimental

image). This is due to the well-known underestimation of the band

gap by in the local density approximation which is numerically close

to 0.5 eV for Si. Panels a–d are reprinted with permission from Ref.

[17]. Copyright (2009) by the American Physical Society. Panel e is

reprinted with permission from Ref. [26]. Copyright (2011) by the

American Institute of Physics (Color figure online)

Fig. 6 Schematic temperature-dependent deposition paths for sub-

monolayer Sr on Si. Each diagram shows a top view of the surface

with silicon surface atoms and dimers in light blue and the larger Sr in

yellow. Both the low and high temperature systems begin with a

2 9 1 dimerized bare silicon surface, but as the Sr coverage

increases, they follow different paths. At 600 �C, the silicon is quite

mobile on the surface, and the surface is at thermodynamic

equilibrium at each coverage. However, at 25 �C, silicon motion is

prevented by kinetic barriers, the dimers remain intact, and the lowest

energy stoichiometric Si surface with Sr adatoms is realized.

Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright (2009)

by the American Physical Society (Color figure online)
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that the Sr donates its two valence electrons to the unoc-

cupied dangling (pz) dimer states. With both dangling

orbitals now filled, the driving force for buckling disap-

pears and the dimer flattens again (see Figs. 2, 3). This

ionic bonding picture also explains the observed stability of

the 2 9 1 0.5 ML structure against oxidation which is the

critical role of the Sr layer [27]: at 0.5 ML, there is one Sr

for every dimer, so with two donated valence electrons per

Sr, all the dimer dangling states are completely filled, and

this results in a electronically gapped (semiconducting)

surface (See Fig. 7) [16, 17, 32].

While many features of the Sr-on-Si system can be

explained via a purely ionic picture, this surface system

actually has a significant covalent character in a manner

similar to the previously studied Ba on Si system [31]. This

covalence is seen by examining electronic densities of

states projected on atomic orbitals [16, 32] or Wannier

functions [17]. These projected densities of states show

significant occupation of Sr s and d states due to hybrid-

ization between Sr and Si (see Fig. 7). The importance of

the covalent interactions is exemplified most directly the-

oretically by comparing the semiconducting 0.5 ML Sr

2 9 1 surface to its higher energy counterpart where all the

Sr occupy the higher energy binding site on top of the

dimer row. Despite having precisely the same electron

count as the low energy 0.5 ML structure, this higher

energy structure is in fact metallic [17]. The metallic

behavior is due to the decreased overlap between Sr orbi-

tals and the highly direction sp3-like dangling Si dimer

orbitals, and hence the Sr states drop into the Si band gap.

The surprising stability of the 1/6 ML 2 9 3 ground-

state structure can be explained by its unusual bonding

arrangement (see Fig. 8) [17]. Naively, one would expect

this surface system to be metallic: per 2 9 3 area, it has six

dangling Si dimer orbitals but only one Sr. However, the

surface is in fact semiconducting mainly due to the unusual

geometry of the Si dimer from the original surface layer

(cyan atoms in Fig. 4a). This dimer is significantly flat-

tened relative to the normal dimers on the bare Si surface,

and this flattening causes the atoms forming the dimer to

assume a nearly sp2 character with high energy pz-like

dangling orbitals (see Fig. 8c). These high energy dangling

orbitals and the Sr s state donate their electrons to the four

lower energy sp3-like danging orbitals that surround the Sr

atom (Figs. 8a–b), opening up a gap in the electronic

spectrum. This bonding pattern also explains the bias

dependence seen in empty state STM images because the

dangling pz-like orbitals and the Sr s and d states have

different energies (see Fig. 5) [25, 26]. Similar STM fea-

tures are seen for the closely related Sr on Ge system [20].

La on Si

While the Sr-on-Si system provides an effective template

layer for epitaxial oxide growth, there is significant interest

in expanding the number and types of oxides that one can

grow epitaxially and directly on Si [6]. In particular,

LaAlO3 appears to be an excellent candidate material

because it has the same perovskite structure as SrTiO3 and

is closely lattice-matched to Si. In addition, LaAlO3 would

be potentially useful as a high-k dielectric material in a

silicon field effect transistor since it has a high dielectric

constant and favorable band offsets with Si [38–40].

Fig. 7 Total density of states (DOS) in blue (top curve) and Sr

projected DOS onto Sr Wannier functions in red (lower curve) for the

low energy 1/2 ML 2 9 1 structure. The covalent interactions

between the Sr states and Si states push the Sr levels above the Fermi

level (vertical dashed), opening a band gap. Reprinted figure with

permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright (2009) by the American

Physical Society (Color figure online)

Fig. 8 Side view of the 2 9 3 1/6 ML dimer vacancy structure along

with Wannier functions of selected surface states. The larger yellow
ball is Sr, the smaller cyan balls connected by rods are Si. Red and

blue lobes show positive and negative isosurfaces of the Wannier

functions. a, b filled dangling orbitals of exposed silicon atoms

adjacent to the Sr. c Unoccupied pz state on the original surface dimer.

d One of many unoccupied Sr d-character states. Reprinted figure

with permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright (2009) by the American

Physical Society (Color figure online)
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Equally promising is the fact that Si can be grown epitaxially

on a LaAlO3 substrate, although the fact that the growth

mode is three dimensional (instead of two-dimensional)

suggests the interface is unstable (see Fig. 9) [41, 42].

Finally, LaAlO3 can be grown indirectly on Si by first

growing a buffer layer of SrO or SrTiO3 on Si [43–46].

Unfortunately, at present there is no experimentally verified

method for depositing LaAlO3 epitaxially and directly on Si.

In the authors’ view, there are two main obstacles to the

growth of LaAlO3 directly on Si. First, in the same way

that Sr is used to passivate the Si surface to enable the

growth of SrO or BaO or SrTiO3, the Si surface must be

passivated in order to prevent undesired reactions between

the Si substrate and the La, Al, and O during growth.

Second, unlike SrTiO3, LaAlO3 is polar along the (001)

direction, so that any stable interface (and surface) must

compensate the polar field in some way. In this section, we

discuss what happens when La is used instead of Sr to

passivate the surface, and address issues related to the polar

field in the next Section (Sect. 2.6).

Initial studies used DFT to investigate the binding of

submonolayer coverages of La to the stoichiometric

dimerized Si (001) surface [47]. Similar to Sr on Si, one

finds that (i) La has a low energy binding site in the trough

between four Si dimers, (ii) at low coverages La adatoms

occupy these binding sites, (iii) the La adatoms form a

variety of chain-like structures, and (iv) that the La-on-Si

system has a highly stable structure when there is one La

valence electron per dangling Si orbital. However, due to

its extra valence electron on La compared to Sr, this stable

structure occurs at 1/3 ML La coverage instead of 1/2 ML.

This 1/3 ML structure has even stronger covalent character

than the analogous Sr-on-Si structure, with significant

occupation of La s, d, and f states despite the La being

formally in the ?3 state [20]. This extra covalent interac-

tion results in a binding energy to the Si surface per La

which is 88% larger than for Sr despite the fact that La only

has 50% more valence electrons than Sr [20].

While the results for La on a stoichiometric Si surface

are qualitatively similar to the those for Sr on Si, when the

phase space is enlarged to include structures with non-

stoichiometric silicon coverages, significant differences

emerge [20]. In particular, a series of 2/3 ML La-silicide

structures become stabilized. Since La has three valence

electrons, these structures would be electron rich on a

stoichiometric Si surface and would force the La into an

unfavorable ?2 state. However, the surfaces are stabilized

by adding extra Si atoms to the surface. Each extra Si atom

with its two half-filled dangling orbitals accepts the

‘‘extra’’ two electrons from the La, which returns the La to

the favorable ?3 state, and lowers the total energy. In fact,

these structures are so stable that they completely modify

the phase diagram and exclude the 1/3 ML La structure

from forming. Instead, at coverages near 1/3 ML La, the

surface is predicted to phase separate into lower coverage

chains and the 2/3 ML silicide structure. The 2/3 ML La

structure and the electronic redistribution are illustrated in

Fig. 10.

In order to form these non-stoichiometric silicide

structures, Si must rearrange on the surface. As discussed

above in Sect. 2.3, on a bare silicon surface, the large

energy barrier for Si motion would require high tempera-

tures so that Sr is needed to catalyze the Si mobility.

However, La is even more effective than Sr at lowering Si

Fig. 9 a Experimental interface of Si grown on LaAlO3 with high

angle annular dark field imaging (HAADF) scanning transmission

electron microscopy (STEM). The interface has a 3 9 1 reconstruction,

with 2/3 ML La (magenta La, blue Al, red O). Reprinted figure with

permission from Ref. [41]. Copyright (2005) by the Japan Society of

Applied Physics. b Theoretically proposed interface structure. The two

interfacial oxygen will be absent for low oxygen chemical poten-

tial growth. Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [42].

Copyright (2005) by the American Physical Society (Color figure online)

Fig. 10 Side views of two 2/3 ML La-on-Si structures. a 2/3 ML La

on a stoichiometric Si surface (no Si added) but where the surface has

one intact dimer and one broken dimer per unit cell. b Highly stable

2/3 ML La broken dimer structure with 1/6 ML Si added (added Si in

green). c, d (Smoothed) electron density redistribution plots for

structure b due to the addition of the Si. When the Si is added and

allowed to interact with the surface, electrons leave the red regions
around the La as shown in c and move to the blue regions around the

added Si as shown in d. From Ref. [20] (Color figure online)
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kinetic barriers [20]. Increasing La coverage from 0 to 0.5

ML La reduces the energy barrier for Si dimer breaking

from 1.29 to 0.37 eV. A barrier of 0.37 eV is low enough

to allow significant Si motion even during room tempera-

ture deposition. Therefore, it would appear that direct use

of La as a passivating metal on Si will likely fail due to the

rapid formation of complex (and likely disordered) silicide

surface structures that are not ideal for epitaxial growth.

And, to date, no experimental growth procedure for epi-

taxial oxides on Si has been devised with La on Si.

Growth of LaAlO3 on Si

Given the tendency of the La on Si system to form high

coverage La-silicide structures discussed above, attempts

to grow LaAlO3 on Si that begin with La deposition seem

doomed to fail. In this section, various methods that may

circumvent this difficulty are discussed. Separately, along

the (001) growth direction, LaAlO3 is polar because the

LaO and AlO2 atomic planes that form LaAlO3 have for-

mal charges of ?1 and -1, respectively. This means that a

stoichiometric surface or interface of LaAlO3 will lead to a

strong polar field in the oxide film that must be compen-

sated in some way. Hence, to form a stable interface

between Si and the LaAlO3 film, care must be taken to

compensate this polar charge imbalance. This is most

effectively achieved by chemical modification of the

interfacial layers (doping or substitution of the interfacial

atoms).

One proposal for passivating the surface for LaAlO3

growth is to first deposit an initial ML of Al [48]. The

deposition of Al on Si has been studied both experimen-

tally [49–52] and theoretically [53–56]: the surface is

known to form a stable ordered structure at room temper-

ature. Unfortunately, Al reacts with Si at higher tempera-

tures. Furthermore, in order to cancel the polar field

through LaAlO3, the substitution of Al for Si at the inter-

face is necessary, but an experimental method for achiev-

ing this substitution in a controlled fashion is presently

unknown [20, 42, 53]. Another possibility, discussed here,

is to use Sr to passivate the surface for LaAlO3 growth

[20].

The interface between LaAlO3 and Si (see Fig. 9) has

been studied both experimentally using Si grown on LaAlO3

substrates [41] and theoretically using DFT [20, 53]. The

interface has a 3 9 1 reconstruction with 2/3 ML La at and

no oxygen at the interface [20]. However, a first-principles

thermodynamic analysis shows that while this structure is the

lowest energy interface under the constraint of having a two-

dimensional interface between the two materials, the inter-

face actually is not thermodynamically stable in that one can

always lower the total energy of the entire system by

decomposing it into a bare Si surface and the bulk LaAlO3

oxide. This result is consistent with the observed three-

dimensional growth pattern [20].

The experimentally observed La-terminated interface

layer has four half-filled silicon/oxygen bonds per 3 9 1

area. However, the two La per unit cell provide six elec-

trons, leading to an electron-rich interface and suggesting

that the interface can by stabilized by the substitution of Sr

for La [20]. A more complete first-principles thermody-

namic analysis suggests that this stabilization is in fact

possible, but, instead of a simple Sr for La substitution into

the 3 9 1 structure, the system prefers either the Sr-rich

2 9 1 interface shown in Fig. 11a or the 1 9 1 La-rich

interface shown in Fig. 11a.

In addition to needing a stable interface, the growth of

an epitaxial thin film using a layer-by-layer method such as

MBE requires that the surface at each step of the growth

process be stable as well. In order to achieve this for

LaAlO3, the polar surface of LaAlO3 must be compensated

by either adding ?0.5 elementary charges (for the AlO2

surface) or -0.5 charges (for the LaO surface) per 1 9 1

Fig. 11 Side view of two proposed interface and surface structures,

as well as the formal ionic charge for each layer per 2 9 1 area.

a 2 9 1 Sr-rich interface. b 1 9 1 La-rich interface. The pattern of

formal charges ensures that no long-range polar field exists in the

oxide film. Si are cyan, oxygen are small and red, Al are medium
sized and dark blue, La are large and magenta, and Sr are large and
yellow. From Ref. [20] (Color figure online)
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perovskite surface unit cell. In principle, this can be

achieved by incorporating 0.5 ML of Sr into a LaO-

terminated surface (see Fig. 11). The 0.5 ML of Sr ?2

ions, in concert with the stable interface on the other side of

the film, cancels the polar field through LaAlO3, stabilizing

the thin LaAlO3 film. Figure 11 illustrates the formal

charges for the stabilized interface and surface layers.

The above theoretical considerations suggest the fol-

lowing speculative recipe for growing LaAlO3 epitaxially

on Si [20]. To grow the 2 9 1 Sr-rich interface in Fig. 11 a,

one would (i) passivate a clean Si surface with 0.5 ML Sr,

(ii) lower the temperature and deposit an additional 1.0 ML

Sr along with oxygen to form a layer of SrO, (iii) deposit

an LaO layer followed by an AlO2 layer (i.e., 1-unit cell of

LaAlO3) and then anneal at moderate temperatures to allow

50% of the La to exchange with the Sr below, and

(iv) continue depositing additional unit cells of LaAlO3 at

moderate temperatures in order to ensure the the 0.5 ML of

Sr ‘‘floats’’ upwards to remain incorporated into the surface

layer. This theoretically proposed growth procedure

ensures that the interface is stable and that the polar field is

at all times compensated. The proposed recipe for growing

the 1 9 1 La-rich interface of Fig. 11 b is (i) passivate a

clean Si surface with 0.5 ML Sr, (ii) lower the temperature

and deposit 0.5 ML Sr, 0.5 ML La at low oxygen pressure

to form a disordered layer with Sr, La, and O, (iii) deposit

1-unit cell of LaAlO3 and anneal at modest temperatures to

cause 0.5 ML of Sr to ‘‘float’’ to the surface and for the

interface to transition from the 2 9 1 Sr-rich phase to the

La-rich 1 9 1 phase (similar to the transition seen during

the growth of SrTiO3 [6]), and (iv) continue depositing

additional unit cells of LaAlO3 at moderate temperatures,

again in order to ensure that the 0.5 ML of Sr ‘‘floats’’

upwards to remain incorporated into the surface layer.

While the above speculative recipes are likely to prove

challenging to actually realize in an experimental growth

procedure, they are presented primarily as a way to show

how the entire database of knowledge gained about the

kinetics and thermodynamics of Sr-on-Si and La-on-Si can

be combined to generate new proposals for growth strate-

gies for epitaxial oxides on semiconductors. In the authors’

opinion, the most fruitful way to proceed is to work hand-

in-hand with experimental groups to work through the

complexities that emerge when any new proposed proce-

dure is tried out in actual practice.

Interfacial properties of epitaxial oxides

on semiconductors

Despite the successful experimental growth of epitaxial

heterostructures such as SrTiO3/Si [57–61], determining the

atomic-scale interfacial structure and predicting how this

structure influences the behavior of the oxide thin film

remain very difficult in practice. A large number of questions

arise: What are the structural, mechanical, and electronic

properties of the interface as a system in its own right? How

do these properties couple to or modify the thin oxide film

and the semiconductor substrate? Do the bulk properties of

the oxide still characterize the heterostructure, or does the

presence of the interface modify or dominate the oxide’s

behavior? Over what length scale do the interfacial effects

persist? To what extent can the interface properties be con-

trolled by changing the growth procedure and thus the

interfacial atomic structure and chemical composition? Can

one identify and generalize the chemical and physical prin-

ciples that govern these behaviors? Various aspects of these

questions and our present understanding of their answers are

addressed below by a detailed examination of two interfaces:

the simpler BaO/Si and the more complex SrTiO3/Si.

In what follows, we will be reviewing the status of the

field regarding the above questions and what type of under-

standing has emerged. First, we look at the challenges of

determining the atomic structure of epitaxial complex oxide/

semiconductor interfaces in Sect. 3.1. We then briefly review

experimental efforts that characterize the heterostructures

in Sect. 3.2: the experiments have mainly focused on

SrTiO3/Si which represents one of the few complex oxide–

semiconductor heterostructures successfully fabricated with

an atomically abrupt epitaxial interface. In Sect. 3.3, we

review the various SrTiO3/Si interface structures that have

been proposed and investigated by first-principles theory.

With this background, we then describe the current under-

standing of the structure and electronic properties of the

BaO/Si and SrTiO3/Si systems and the effects of the inter-

faces on the thin oxide films in Sects. 3.4–3.7.

Challenges in oxide/Si interfacial structure

determination

Advances in experimental growth procedures such as MBE

and pulsed laser deposition have made it possible to grow

coherent epitaxial oxide films with atomically abrupt

interfaces on various semiconductor substrates [62].

However, even with knowledge of the atomic layer-

by-layer deposition procedure, it is difficult to predict the

atomic structure and composition of the as-grown hetero-

structures. Much of the difficulty stems from the fact that in

an oxide/Si heterostructures, the system transistions from a

strongly covalent bonding in the silicon to a primarily ionic

bonding in the oxide over a length scale of less than a

nanometer. A priori, it is unclear what type of interface

structure facilitates this transition.

Experimental structural characterization via STEM,

RHEED, and XRD provide a great deal of structural infor-

mation during and after the growth. However, even when used
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in tandem, these techniques generally are not sufficient to

uniquely determine the atomic-scale structure of the hetero-

interfaces. One important reason is that the signal intensity

from the oxygen anions is much smaller than that from the

metal cations, and this leads to difficulty in observing the

presence and position of oxygen atoms. In addition, fitting

XRD data to solve the atomic structure of a complex interface

is a highly challenging endeavor involving a large number of

fitting parameters. This is because a great deal of symmetry is

broken at an interface and one must fit the positions of atoms in

a large number of atomic planes [63].

The use of first-principles computational methods such as

DFT in combination with experimental characterization

allows for a more successful attack on determining the

atomic structure of complex heterointerfaces. Once the

atomic structure is known with some confidence, DFT can

determine the properties of the interface and how they affect

the macroscopic behavior of the heterostructure. We note

that if one uses theory alone with no experimental input to

impose some constraints, it is extremely challenging to

predict the structure of complex heterointerfaces as the phase

space of possible structures is quite large. For example,

Fig. 12 shows only a very small subset of SrTiO3/Si interface

structures with small in-plane unit cells—which is the cor-

rect one? Furthermore, the structures of interfaces grown via

layer-by-layer deposition techniques often correspond to

kinetically trapped, out of equilibrium structures which are

very hard to identity using standard energy minimization or

optimization techniques. In short, understanding the prop-

erties of complex oxide–semiconductor interfaces necessi-

tates a great deal of interplay between experiment and

theory. The two interfacial examples discussed below show

this interplay in some detail.

Previous experimental work

Alkaline earth oxides such as BaO and SrO and the related

perovskite oxide SrTiO3 were first grown epitaxially on

Si(001) using a layer-by-layer MBE process in 1998 [5].

As described below, SrTiO3 is the most studied epitaxial

complex oxide on silicon and one of the few that can be

grown as a high quality single crystal. Similar perovskite

oxides such as BaTiO3 [64] and SrHfO3 [65] also have

been grown on Si(001) but tend to suffer from poor crys-

tallinity. Efforts to grow other epitaxial complex oxide/

silicon interfaces, in particular LaAlO3/Si, which is highly

desirable because of its larger band gap and favorable band

alignments (as per Sect. 2.5), have so far been unsuccessful

without an intervening buffer layer between the silicon and

the oxide [43–46]. An in-depth experimental review of

progress in the growth of complex oxides on silicon can be

found in Ref. [6]. It is believed that a detailed under-

standing of the SrTiO3/Si growth process and the properties

of the resulting interface could provide insights for devel-

oping new growth processes to enable the growth of more

complex oxides on Si and the formation of potentially

technologically important heterostructures.

Experiments on SrTiO3/Si

To remind the reader, epitaxial growth of SrTiO3/Si requires

the initial deposition of half a ML of Sr atoms [5, 58] which

nominally compensate the dangling bonds at the dimerized

surface of the silicon substrate [17, 66] and prevent the for-

mation of an amorphous SiO2 layer at the SrTiO3/Si inter-

face. Additional Sr is then deposited to begin the growth of

the SrTiO3 (001) film with a SrO layer. Hence, the initially

proposed SrTiO3/Si interface structure [5] as well as a

number of other later suggestions [66–68] included an

interface buffer layer composed of 1/2 ML of Sr with varying

amounts of oxygen sandwiched between the Si substrate and

a SrTiO3 film terminated with an SrO layer at the interface.

However, TEM and STEM images of the fabricated system

indicate the presence of a full ML of Sr at the interface [58,

60, 61] as do the results of XRD experiments [63].

At present, one of the main reasons driving the interest in

the SrTiO3/Si heterostructure is the possibility of integrating

a ferroelectric SrTiO3 film with a Si substrate to make a

FEFET. The potential ferroelectric properties of the het-

erostructure have therefore received a great deal of attention.

Bulk SrTiO3 under the strain that would be imposed by

epitaxy on Si was predicted to be ferroelectric near room

temperature [69], and experiments have shown that SrTiO3/

Si films are definitely polar [61, 70]. Piezo-force microscopy

(PFM) measurements on the SrTiO3 surface of the thin films

[60] showed indirect evidence that could be interpreted as

ferroelectricity. However, direct XRD measurement of the

atomic positions in the oxide film [61] demonstrated a tem-

perature-independent and positive polarization (i.e., a polar

but non-ferroelectric film). Other PFM studies of the SrTiO3

thin films suggest that defect-driven (relaxor) ferroelectric

behavior may be responsible for the observed PFM results

[71–73]. Therefore, the immediate questions for first-prin-

ciples theory are to determine if the SrTiO3/Si system is in

fact ferroelectric or not (and if not, why) and more broadly to

understand how the oxide-semiconductor interface can

control the heterostructure properties. Practically, such

knowledge would allow for the development of novel devi-

ces that integrate semiconductors with functional oxides.

Experiments on BaO/Si

As mentioned above, epitaxial growth of BaO on Si was

first achieved in 1998 [5]. As with SrTiO3, in order to grow

BaO epitaxially on Si, it is necessary to first deposit a half

ML of Sr on the bare Si (001) surface. The atomic structure
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of the BaO/Si interface was recently resolved by a com-

bination of XRD and DFT [74]. Due to the ordered nature

of the interface (with a 2 9 1 unit cell as observed with

RHEED during growth), XRD could directly probe this

interface. The experimental difficulty in resolving light

atoms such as oxygen and silicon with XRD was overcome

by combining the experimental analysis with complemen-

tary DFT computations as discussed below.

Previous theoretical work

Theory for SrTiO3/Si

Over the past decade, a variety of structures for the SrTiO3/Si

interface have been suggested [57, 66–68, 75–79]. Many of

the proposed structures, a number of which are illustrated in

Fig. 12, were determined based on charge counting and

chemical bonding arguments in combination with DFT cal-

culations. Based on the MBE deposition sequence of the first

successful growth procedure [57], many of the initially

proposed interfaces [66, 67, 70] had an interface layer with

1/2 ML of Sr atoms passivating the dimerized 2 9 1 Si

surface followed by an SrO atomic plane which begins the

(001) SrTiO3 film (Fig. 12h). These DFT studies also con-

sidered variations with one or more MLs of oxygen inserted

into the interfacial Sr layer (Figs. 12i and j). Interfaces

consisting of a full ML of Sr with varying amounts of oxygen

(Fig. 12b) were also considered [59, 68, 77]. Other works

considered the possibility of more complex interfacial

kinetics during the growth process and examined structures

in which the oxide layer adjacent to the interface is composed

of TiO2 instead of SrO (Fig. 12b [68, 77] and 12d [68]).

A systematic study of 56 distinct interface composi-

tions within a phase space constrained by experimental

Fig. 12 DFT-computed atomic structures for a number of proposed

SrTiO3/Si interface compositions. Si, Sr, Ti, and O atoms are gray,

cyan, blue, and red spheres, respectively. Reprinted figure with

permission from Ref. [75]. Copyright (2011) by the American

Physical Society (Color figure online)
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observations (1 9 1 or 2 9 1 in-plane unit cells) was

recently performed [61, 75, 76]. This set of structures

included all the previously published structures mentioned

above as well as a number of new ones (e.g., Fig. 12c, d, f, g).

The computed results permitted the construction of a ther-

modynamic phase diagram for the SrTiO3/Si interface, that

in combination with kinetic modeling based on the experi-

mental growth procedures predicted the experimentally-

realized interfacial structure (see below for details). The

predicted structure (Fig. 12a) matches well with experi-

mental STEM [60, 61] and XRD [61, 63] measurements. It is

the only structure in the structural data set that exhibits the

four main characteristics identified from STEM images:

1 9 1 in-plane symmetry; lack of Si dimers; 1 ML of Sr at the

interface; and a TiO2 oxide plane adjacent to the interface

(Fig. 13). Furthermore, this predicted structure displays

significant cation–oxygen displacements in the oxide, the

magnitude and direction of which are in agreement with

XRD measurements [61] and consistent with the experi-

mental identification of a polar ground state [70].

Theory for BaO/Si

The theoretical structure of the BaO/Si interface was

determined using a combination of synchrotron XRD and

DFT calculations [74] as mentioned above. The atomic

structures of a range of BaO/Si interface compositions

consistent with experimental evidence of a 2 9 1 interfa-

cial unit cell and half a ML of Sr atoms at the interface

were computed using DFT. Several of the computed

structures are illustrated in Fig. 14. It was found that only

the structure with half a ML of Sr and a full ML of oxygen

at the interface (Fig. 14b) was able to reproduce the main

measured XRD peaks, thereby enabling an atomic-scale

solution of the interface structure despite the inability of

XRD to resolve oxygen atoms. In a later work, comparison

of the free energy of the various interfaces coupled with

knowledge of the kinetics of oxygen diffusion in the BaO

film confirmed that the structure with oxygen at the inter-

face was the one most likely to form during the growth

[75]. However, this determination, based on studying a

very small portion of the possible structural phase space,

would have been completely insufficient to determine the

interfacial atomic structure without the complementary and

constraining experimental data (and vice versa).

Epitaxial oxides on Si: structure and thermodynamics

One can use computational methods such as DFT to

determine the thermodynamic phase diagram of a hetero-

interface. As long as a large enough set of structures are

computed to form a reasonable representation of the

available phase space, the phase diagram can be used to

predict the most favorable interface structure under given

environmental conditions. In the theory, these conditions

correspond to a set of independent chemical potentials for

each chemical element in the system [80]. Physically, this

means each element in the system is in equilibrium with a

physical reservoir such a gas phase, a surface phase, or a

bulk phase. To have the epitaxial oxide/Si interface and

Fig. 13 Structure of the

SrTiO3/Si interface. Left upper
and lower panels comparison of

the predicted DFT structure

(overlay) with experimental

STEM images along the [100]

and [010] directions from Ref.

[61]. Center panel comparison

of the predicted DFT structure

of Ref. [61] (overlay) with the

STEM image along the [010]

direction of Ref. [60] which is

from Ref. [60] and reprinted

with permission from AAAS

(Color figure online)
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heterostructure be at thermodynamic equilibrium requires

additional external constraints to be enforced—the most

significant is that no bulk SiO2 phase is present (one of the

main goals of the experimental growth is to avoid forma-

tion of the deleterious and amorphous SiO2). The reason

for the external constraints is the following: the formation

of SiO2 (taking Si from the substrate and oxygen from the

oxide) is so energetically favorable that to thermodynam-

ically inhibit SiO2 formation, the oxygen chemical poten-

tial lO or equivalently the oxygen gas partial pressure must

be unphysically low. For example, at 873 K, the highest

temperature encountered during the growth procedure, the

oxygen partial pressure must be at or below 10-60 atm

which is experimentally inaccessible: typical UHV pres-

sures are * 10-13 atm. Consequently, any heterostructure

at true thermodynamic equilibrium will have a region of

amorphous SiO2 at the oxide/Si interface.

What, then, enables the formation of the abrupt epitaxial

interfaces, without amorphous SiO2, that are observed

experimentally? Clearly the interface must be kinetically

trapped, but what it the microscopic mechanism? To answer

this question, it is fruitful to first compute the thermodynamic

interfacial phase diagram and to see which interfaces are

thermodynamically stable under various conditions.

The SrTiO3/Si phase diagram

The phase diagram of the SrTiO3/Si interface, computed

based on DFT [75], is reproduced in Fig. 15. The diagram

shows that once oxygen crosses the interface and Si-O

bonds can form, the structure is thermodynamically

unstable with respect to bulk SiO2 formation: the hetero-

structure can lower its free energy by creating SiO2 with Si

from the substrate and oxygen from the reservoir. At

constant lO, this process will in principle continue until

the entire silicon substrate is oxidized to SiO2; in practice,

the extent of the oxidation and the thickness of the inter-

facial SiO2 layer is governed by the rate of oxygen

diffusion.

The phase diagram can be used to help determine the

experimental non-equilibrium interface structure. For

example, Fig. 15 shows that all but one of the interface

phases present in the diagram belong to the class of

structures with a TiO2 plane adjacent to the interface layer,

suggesting that the interaction between the silicon substrate

and the TiO2 plane plays a significantly role in stabilizing

the heterostructure. As a result, one may expect the

experimental structure to have this feature. Furthermore,

the lack of an interfacial SiO2 layer tells us that the

structure is not in equilibrium with oxygen. Intuitively, the

inhibition of oxygen diffusion will make the ‘‘local’’ oxy-

gen chemical potential at the interface be much lower than

the oxygen chemical potential in the growth chamber. One

might then expect the interface to be trapped in a structure

that corresponds to the thermodynamically stable one for

very low oxygen chemical potentials.

The structure predicted under this assumption (structure

A in the phase diagram of Fig. 6) is in good agreement

with experimental characterization, as discussed above and

illustrated in Fig. 13. Section 3.5 demonstrates the validity

of this assumption of low local oxygen chemical potential

at the interface based on the physical properties and

kinetics of the interface.

The BaO/Si phase diagram

Applying the same procedure as for SrTiO3/Si and

enforcing the same constraint of no amorphous SiO2 for-

mation at the interface, the thermodynamic stability of

various BaO/Si interface compositions has been computed

[75]. The phase diagram is reproduced in Fig. 16 which

shows the free energy as a function of oxygen chemical

Fig. 14 Computed atomic

structures of several BaO/Si

interface compositions with

2 9 1 in-plane symmetry. Si,

Ba, Sr, and O atoms are gray,

blue, cyan, and red spheres. The

interface composition per 2D

surface cell is indicated. The

predicted experimental structure

with one monolayer of oxygen

at the interface is shown in b).

Adapted figure with permission

from Ref. [74]. Copyright

(2009) by the American

Physical Society (Color figure

online)
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potential assuming a fixed amount of Sr (1/2 ML) and that

the Ba chemical potential is fixed by having bulk BaO be in

equilibrium. As observed for the SrTiO3/Si interface, there

is no thermodynamically stable BaO/Si interface without

an amorphous SiO2 region for experimentally achiev-

able lO values. As with the SrTiO3/Si system, the experi-

mentally observed abrupt epitaxial BaO/Si interface [74]

therefore must correspond to a kinetically trapped struc-

ture. The main difference with SrTiO3/Si is that, as shown

in Fig. 16, the interface has a much stronger tendency to

incorporate oxygen since a ‘‘well oxidized’’ (SrO2 com-

position) interface is stabilized before SiO2 formation is

thermodynamically favored. Therefore, one might expect

the as-grown BaO/Si interface to have significant oxygen

content in the Sr passivating layer.

Epitaxial oxides on Si: kinetics

The SrTiO3/Si interface

Based on an analysis of the growth procedure [75], the

initial interface layer is expected to be oxygen poor, i.e.,

the ratio of oxygen to silicon atoms at the interface should

be essentially zero. Therefore, to reach true thermodynamic

equilibrium (by attaining a state with an amorphous layer

of SiO2 at the interface), the system must evolve through a

structure with oxygen in the interface layer. Namely, for a

Si in the interfacial region to be oxidized, an oxygen atom

must diffuse from the oxide lattice to the interface (leaving

behind an oxygen vacancy) and then from the interface into

the Si. Quantitatively, Fig. 17 shows that the energy cost

required to form such an oxygen vacancy in the SrTiO3/Si

heterostructure is *1 eV lower in the interfacial layer than

anywhere else in the oxide film. Namely, the oxygen

vacancies in the film strongly prefer to be at the interface

and there is no local driving force for them to leave the

interface which would be necessary to permit oxygen

incorporation into the interface. Of course, the overall

thermodynamic process whereby an oxygen vacancy dif-

fuses to the surface to be filled by oxygen from the

atmosphere does lower the free energy, but clearly the

process of vacancy diffusion to the surface is strongly

uphill on the energy landscape.

Fig. 15 The DFT-computed SrTiO3/Si interface phase diagram as a

function of oxygen and strontium chemical potentials lO and lSr (the

Ti chemical potential is fixed by assuming that bulk SrTiO3 is in

equilibrium with the elemental reservoirs). The white lines indicate

the boundaries of bulk SrTiO3 stability at a T = 300 K and b
T = 700 K. For each temperature, the vertical white dashed line

shows the upper bound on lO given by the constraint that no bulk

SiO2 is present in the system. Interface phases to the right of the

dashed line are thermodynamically unstable with respect to formation

of an interfacial region of bulk-like SiO2. Reprinted figure with

permission from Ref. [75]. Copyright (2011) by the American

Physical Society (Color figure online)

Fig. 16 The BaO/Si phase diagram. The thin vertical dashed line is

the value of oxygen chemical potential lO to the right of which which

the interfacial Sr layer begins to incorporate oxygen atoms. The thick

vertical dashed line is the lO value to the right of which SiO2

formation becomes thermodynamically favored. The first line is to the

left of the second, meaning the crossover between interfaces with and

without oxygen is possible while avoiding formation of SiO2.

Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [75]. Copyright (2011)

by the American Physical Society (Color figure online)
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Kinetic modeling based on the DFT vacancy energies

and barriers [75] shows that the oxygen poor interfacial

structure obtained during the MBE growth is essentially

frozen in at room temperature. During the growth which is

mostly carried out at 673 K, the system quickly reaches this

quasi-equilibrium situation in less than a second where

basically all the vacancies migrate to the interface. In this

state, the vacancy distribution within the heterostructure is

in equilibrium in the canonical distribution (fixed vacancy

number), but the vacancy distribution has not reached

equilibrium with the oxygen atmosphere. Based on

experimentally measured rates of oxygen incorporation on

the SrTiO3 surface, the vacancies would be filled by oxy-

gen from the atmosphere only over a much longer time

scale of *105 s (*30 h) whereas the growth is completed

over the time scale of minutes.

The resistance to SiO2 formation is a direct consequence

of the heterostructure interface chemistry. The large posi-

tion dependence of the oxygen vacancy formation energy

arises from the difference in local chemistry between the

interface and the interior of the SrTiO3 film [75]. Due to its

electronegative nature, oxygen in the heterostructure

adopts the 2- anionic valence state, so that removing a

neutral oxygen atom from the heterostructure leaves two

electrons per vacancy that fill available low energy elec-

tronic states. The energies of these available states are

dramatically influenced by the local environment (see

Fig. 18). When the oxygen vacancy is in the oxide film, the

donated electrons fill Ti-derived 3d states which form the

conduction band edge of the SrTiO3. On the other hand,

when the vacancy is located in the interfacial layer, the

removal of oxygen creates low energy dangling Si orbitals

that are filled by the electrons. The vacancy-donated

electrons are much more stable in the latter states which

have a lower electronic energy. This underlies the stability

of the oxygen vacancies in the interfacial layer.

The BaO/Si interface

As described above, in the BaO/Si system, the phase

boundary between the oxidized and unoxidized interface

structure is shifted to lower lO compared to that in the

SrTiO3/Si system (see Fig. 16). This is primarily due to the

larger distance between the interface layer and the first

BaO layer compared to the distance between the interface

layer and the initial TiO2 oxide layer in the SrTiO3/Si

heterostructure. For SrTiO3/Si, an additional bonding

Fig. 17 DFT-computed oxygen vacancy formation energies in each

atomic layer (black diamonds) and diffusion barriers between

adjacent atomic layers (red circles) for a 3-unit cell thick SrTiO3

film on Si with 1 ML of Sr and 1 ML O at the interface adjacent to a

TiO2 atomic plane (shown in Figs. 12b, 18b). Dashed curves are

guides to the eye. Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [75].

Copyright (2011) by the American Physical Society (Color figure

online)

Fig. 18 Integrated local density of states within the SrTiO3 band gap

for a an oxygen vacancy located at the interfacial layer, b the

reference structure with no oxygen vacancy, and c an oxygen vacancy

in the first TiO2 oxide layer. The vacancy positions in a and c are

indicated by the dashed lines. For case a, the defect states are

dangling Si orbitals as they are highly localized on the Si from which

the oxygen is removed. For c, the defect states are concentrated in the

oxide film and have strong Ti 3d character. Reprinted figure with

permission from Ref. [75]. Copyright (2011) by the American

Physical Society (Color figure online)
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interaction between the Ti 3d orbitals and the interfacial

Sr/Si states further increases the stability of the oxygen

poor state [76]. Consequently, the stabilization of vacan-

cies in the interfacial layer is not as strong for BaO/Si, and

oxygen can diffuse more easily to the BaO/Si interface.

However, the mechanism by which further oxygen diffu-

sion into the Si substrate is prevented for BaO/Si is

unknown. Understanding this difference and what it tea-

ches us about the growth conditions may in turn suggest

methods for growing the analogous SrTiO3/Si interface

structure. This is very desirable, as oxygen incorporation at

the SrTiO3/Si interface changes the electronic energy band

alignments across this interface in a direction significantly

more favorable for device applications [76].

Interfacial properties

SrTiO3/Si interfacial properties

Previous theoretical work has clearly demonstrated that

properties such as the electronic energy band alignment

across the interface and the presence or absence of inter-

facial electronic states, both of which are critical for device

applications, are extremely sensitive to the interface

structure. For example, a review of DFT electronic struc-

ture calculations of SrTiO3/Si [57, 66–68, 76–79] shows

that different interface structures result in conduction band

energy offsets ranging from -0.2 to ?1.2 eV and can lead

to either insulating or metallic interfaces. Knowing the

band offset is helpful but not definitive for determining the

interface structure: experimental measurements of the band

offset point to a value close to zero for the epitaxial

SrTiO3/Si interface [81–83] and allow one to consider

eliminating some subsets of the theoretically proposed

interfaces.

An investigation of many different SrTiO3/Si interfaces

reveals that the large range of band offsets is correlated to

the density of bonds between cations in the interface layer

and oxygen in the initial oxide layer [76]. For example, the

interfacial dipole is decreased and leads to a smaller

valence band offset and a larger conduction band offset by

either removing interfacial cations (which lowers the lower

dipole density) or by adding interfacial oxygens (which

screen the dipole) [67]. Conversely, adding interfacial

cations or removing interfacial oxygens increases the

magnitude of the interface dipole thereby resulting in a

larger valence band offset and a smaller conduction band

offset. The presence or absence of partially filled states in

the interface region, as well as the character and spatial

extent of such states, is governed by the details of the

interface composition [76].

However, there exist a number of intrinsic ‘‘universal’’

features that persist across all compositions [61, 76]. The

features that most significantly impact the electronic prop-

erties of the heterostructure are (i) an electronic interface

dipole (i.e., electronic charge transfer) that forms between

the Si/Sr interface layer and the oxygen in the first atomic

layer of the oxide with the positive end of the dipole located

in the Si/Sr, and (ii) a relatively large net positive polariza-

tion (i.e., cation–anion displacement) in the first oxide unit

cell where the positive direction corresponds to the cations

shifting away from the Si substrate. Both properties are

found to be a direct consequence of the abrupt transition in

the bonding properties across the interface: the oxygen in the

first oxide layer at the interface is undercoordinated with

respect to bulk. As oxygen is highly electronegative, elec-

trons from the interfacial Si/Sr are transferred to the oxygen,

leaving the silicon at the interface partially unpassivated.

This behavior can be observed in the electron density dif-

ference plots shown for a variety interface compositions and

structures reproduced in Fig. 19.

The formation of the interface dipole is responsible for

inducing the large cation–oxygen displacements observed

for all interface compositions in the oxide layer adjacent to

the interface: the cations shift away from the positive charge

at the substrate Si/Sr surface [61, 76]. DFT calculations

where SrTiO3 is replaced by BaTiO3 or PbTiO3 exhibit the

same behavior, suggesting that the above physical principles

can be extended to many atomically sharp interfaces between

silicon and transition metal oxides [61, 76].

BaO/Si interfacial properties

Overall, the interfacial effects in BaO/Si have the same

origin and consequences at those for SrTiO3/Si. DFT cal-

culations show that a significant amount of negative charge

is localized above the silicon dimers at the interface [6, 74].

This charge repels the oxygen anions that sit directly above

the dimers in the first BaO layer, making half of the oxy-

gens shift out of the plane in the direction away from the

silicon substrate. In contrast, strong ionic bonds between

the other half of the oxygen anions with the interfacial Sr

atoms cause the former to shift toward the Si, producing

the distinctive BaO rumpling pattern seen in Fig. 14b.

Similar interfacial charge rearrangements and the accom-

panying cation-oxygen rumpling—which propagate several

atomic layers into the BaO film in both theory and exper-

iment—are also found for the other computed BaO inter-

face structures (e.g., see Fig. 14a, c).

The band offsets at the various BaO/Si interfaces depend

sensitively on the interface composition [74]. Insertion of

oxygen into the interface causes the valence band edge of

the oxide to shift up in energy by 0.7 eV compared to the

interface structure without oxygen. The shift is due to an

additional dipole formed between the top layer of silicon

and the added interfacial oxygen. Again, this trend is in
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agreement with that demonstrated for a range of SrTiO3/Si

interface compositions, further demonstrating the funda-

mental origin and consequent universality of the chemistry

governing this type of behavior at oxide-semiconductor

interfaces.

Effect of the interface on the oxide film

The universal interfacial features described above—i.e.,

formation of electronic dipoles and strong polarization of

the oxide layers—have important consequences for the

Fig. 19 Electron rearrangement

in the xz-plane due to interface

formation for various SrTiO3/Si

(001) interface compositions.

Red and blue contours indicate

electron loss and gain,

respectively. In all cases,

electrons transfer from the Si/Sr

region to the first oxide layer.

Atom positions and types are

indicated by the superimposed

spheres. Reprinted figure with

permission from Ref. [76].

Copyright (2012) by the

American Physical Society

(Color figure online)
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design of FEFETs and other non-volatile devices based on

ferroelectricity. First, the formation of the interface dipole

creates a bias field across the interface and the associated

bias potential must be compensated in some way by the

oxide film. Second, the strong interface polarization places

additional structural and electrostatic boundary conditions

on the heterostructure. Both of these properties markedly

favor the positively poled state in the oxide film. Third, and

most important, the chemical bonding at the interface is

found to pin the polarization in the film in the positive state

and render it unswitchable [61, 76].

The interfacial bonding interactions completely domi-

nate the energetics of the SrTiO3/Si system and override

any tendency for mono-domain or multi-domain ferro-

electricity in the strained SrTiO3 [61]. DFT predicts that

the zero temperature ferroelectric well depth for strained

bulk SrTiO3 is 23 meV per perovskite primitive cell, which

means that at best the SrTiO3 film can gain this much

energy per unit cell by forming a ferroelectrically polarized

state (mono- or multi-domain). In comparison, when the

SrTiO3 is placed on Si and the interfacial bonds are formed,

a plot of the energy of the heterostructure versus interfacial

polarization shows only a single minimum at positive

polarization, and the well depth is 170–600 meV per

perovskite 2D surface unit cell compared to the non-

polarized state (the variation is over different interface

compositions). Furthermore, DFT predicts that multi-

domain ferroelectric states, paraelectric states, and nega-

tively poled SrTiO3 states are all mechanically unstable

and relax directly to the pinned, non-ferroelectric, posi-

tively poled ground-state structure.

In essence, the polarization cannot be flipped because the

pinned positive interfacial polarization is so robust that no

second energy minimum as a function of polarization exists

for the system to access. Therefore, these results indicate that

this heterointerface—and most likely oxide-semiconductor

systems of the same class but with modified ferroelectric

oxide or semiconductor materials—cannot be used to couple

ferroelectric behavior with the semiconductor substrate.

Another important aspect of the oxide/Si heterostruc-

tures is the possible presence of interfacial electronic

states. While interface states are not found for every

interface composition, they actually are necessary (as

charge reservoirs) to stabilize a finite polarization across

the entire oxide film: without interface states, the polari-

zation is found to decay quickly to zero away from the

interface [76]. This is consistent with previous thin film

ferroelectric calculations [84] and phenomenological

models [85] that predict a critical thickness below which

ferroelectricity is unstable. The requirement of a significant

interface density of states (DOS) to stabilize ferroelectric-

ity in this class of heterostructures has enormous implica-

tions for the development of various types of transistor

devices. On the one hand, without interfacial states the

oxide should not be ferroelectric. On the other hand, with

interfacial states, even if the oxide has two stable polari-

zation states, the oxide ferroelectric polarization may

couple poorly to the doped carriers in the semiconductor

substrate because any electrical fields from the oxide

polarization will be screened by charge accumulation in the

high density of interfacial states. This suggests that a

completely new paradigm of interface design might be

necessary to develop functioning ferroelectric field effect

devices: to create a ferroelectric film on Si, it will be

necessary to (i) engineer the structure and composition of

interface itself to make it ferroelectric and (ii) consider the

role of the interfacial states in device functionality (e.g., the

carrier density in the interface layer could be the one

modulated by the ferroelectric polarization).

Outlook

The primary task of this review has been to describe the

current state of our understanding, based on first-principles

modeling, of the growth and resulting properties of epi-

taxial heterostructures of metal oxides and semiconductors.

The two broad topics described were (i) understanding how

the initial semiconducting surface must be passivated and

prepared to enable the epitaxial oxide to grow, and

(ii) describing the physical and chemical properties of the

interface and how the interface influences the oxide film.

Throughout the review, we have emphasized multiple

times how the simultaneous application of theory in con-

junction with multiple experimental approaches such as

MBE growth, diffraction measurements, and high resolu-

tion microscopy provides the most fruitful method to

solving scientific and engineering puzzles in this domain.

Continued research in this general area promises to lead to

new physics and phenomena as well as new technologies

enabled by integration of the functional degrees of freedom

in metal oxides with the well-oiled machinery of semi-

conductor technologies. The authors see future ab initio

work in this field as clustering into three main categories.

First, theoretical research should address the experi-

mental difficulty of growing a large variety of complex

oxide thin films epitaxially on semiconductors with atom-

ically abrupt interfaces. This will require the development

of a detailed understanding of the kinetic processes during

growth as well as an accurate picture of the chemical and

physical properties of the interface during each stage of

growth. Hopefully the resulting knowledge will enable the

fabrication of various desirable heterointerfaces, as exem-

plified by the case of LaAlO3/Si in Sects. 2.5 and 2.6.

Second, taken to the next level, iterative collaboration

between computation and experiment could enable the
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development of growth procedures that kinetically trap

specific interface structures and chemical compositions.

One example of a practical application of being able to

design the interfacial structure is to control the techno-

logically important property of electron energy band

alignment across the interface. An example of a possible

kinetic trapping involves the origin and mechanism of the

SrO/TiO2 switch that happens during the growth of SrTiO3

on Si [75]: this refers to the fact that although the first steps

of the growth create SrO layers of the oxide on the Si

substrate, once Ti is deposited on top, the system somehow

lowers its total energy by having the TiO2 migrate to the

interface and become the first oxide layer. Can one trap

the structure to have an SrO interface? Aside from the

unsolved mystery of how this rapid and coherent

re-ordering occurs, another puzzle is that the switch is

apparently necessary for epitaxial growth: when the order

of the growth procedure is reversed to deposit layers as

observed in the final structure, one fails to produce a SiO2-

free interface. In short, understanding and controlling

kinetics during growth might allow a much wider set of

interfaces to be realized in experiments.

Third, theory and computation will play an important

role, again in conjunction with experiment, in the design

and growth of novel interfaces that can induce functionality

in complex oxide/semiconductor heterostructures. The

functionality we focused on in Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.7 was

ferroelectricity and the coupling between ferroelectric

polarization and semiconductor carrier density which

enables a FEFET. Section 3.7 explained how the interface

can hinder the desired functionality in the film. The main

question is thus if one can overcome the hindrances to

enable functionality and if so precisely how to do it. One

idea is to use kinetics to modify the interfacial composition

and structure of known oxide/semiconductor interfaces to

enable functionality. Another interesting direction involves

direct chemical modification of the interfacial layer(s) via,

for example, cation and/or anion substitution [76]. The

main idea of the latter approach is to engineer the interface

to have the desired functionality which will then propagate

into the oxide and/or couple to the oxide degrees of free-

dom. The coupling of multiple functionalities (of the

interface, oxide film, or semiconductor) could lead to

multiple axes of tunability for the heterointerface and thus

exploitable multi-functional material behavior.
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